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Exercise 1
We consider the SET COVER problem, where we are given setsS1; : : : ;Sm �U and each setSi has
costc(Si). The goal is to find a setI � f1; : : : ;mg such that

S
i2I Si =U and∑i2I c(Si) is minimized.

We assume that each element is contained in at mostf many different sets. The primal LP relaxation
and the corresponding dual are:

min
m

∑
i=1

xic(Si) (P)
∑

i: j2Si

xi � 1 8 j 2U

xi � 0 8i = 1; : : : ;m
max∑

j2U
y j (D)

∑
j2Si

y j � c(Si) 8i = 1; : : : ;m
y j � 0 8 j 2U

We say an elementj is covered, if j 2 Si:xi=1 Si. A setSi is calledtight w.r.t. y, if its dual constraint
is satisfied with equality, i.e.∑ j2Si

y j = c(Si). Consider the following primal-dual algorithm

(1) x := 0;y := 0

(2) WHILE not all elements covered DO

(3) Choose an arbitrary uncovered elementj

(4) Increasey j until a setSi becomes tight

(5) Setxi := 1

Let x;y be the values at the end of the algorithm. Perform the following tasks

i) Show thatx is a feasible solution for(P) andy is a feasible solution for(D).
ii) Argue whyxi > 0) ∑ j2Si

y j = c(Si).
iii) Show that

m

∑
i=1

xic(Si)� f � ∑
j2U

y j

Hint: This is a special case of the ”Relaxed Complementary Slackness lemma” from the lec-
ture.

iv) Argue why the algorithm gives anf -approximation.



Solution:

i) The WHILE loop ends only, when all elements are covered. Thenx is a feasible solution to(P). After
settingxi := 1, all elements inSi are covered and their dual variable will never raised again.At the
beginning,y is a feasible solution. We never raisey so that a constraint is violated. Hencey is also
feasible.

ii) We setxi = 1 only if the set becomes tight, i.e.∑ j2Si
y j = c(Si) at this point in the algorithm. But then, all

elements inSi are covered, i.e. noy j will be raised anymore for anyj 2 Si. That means∑ j2Si
y j = c(Si)

still holds at the end of the algorithm.

iii) We have eitherxi = 0 or ∑ j2Si
y j = c(Si) (by ii) )

m

∑
i=1

xic(Si) = m

∑
i=1

xi ∑
j2Si

y j = ∑
j2U

y j ∑
i: j2Si

xi| {z }� f

� f � ∑
j2U

y j

iv) The algorithm gives anf -apx because

APX = ∑xic(Si)� f �∑y j

y is feasible for(D)� f �OPTf � f �OPT:
Exercise 2
For the MULTI CUT ON TREESproblem, we are given a treeT on nodesV with edge costsc : T ! Q+
and terminal pairs(s1; t1); : : : ;(sk; tk) (si; ti 2V ). The goal is to find a subsetD � T of minimal cost,
such that any pair(si; ti) is separated. LetPi � T be the uniquesi-ti path. Then

OPT = min
D�T

n
∑
e2D

ce j 8i = 1; : : : ;k : jD\Pij � 1
o

A primal LP relaxation and the corresponding dual look as follows:

min ∑
e2T

xece (P)
∑
e2Pi

xe � 1 8i = 1; : : : ;k
xe � 0 8e 2 T

max
k

∑
i=1

fi (D)
∑

i:e2Pi

fi � ce 8e 2 E

fi � 0 8i = 1; : : : ;k
We root the treeT at an arbitrary noder 2 V and denote bya(si; ti) that node of thesi-ti path that is
closest to the rootr. Assume that the pairs are sorted such that the distances ofa(si; ti) to r arenon-
increasing in i (for example in the figure below one hasj < i). Consider the following primal-dual
algorithm:

(1) x := 0, f := 0

(2) FORi = 1; : : : ;k DO

(3) Increasefi until some edgee becomes tight (i.e.∑i:e2Pi
fi = ce)

(4) FOR all edgese that became tight DOxe := 1



(5) Reverse delete: FOR alle with xe = 1, in reverse order, in which they were set to 1 DO

(6) IF x remains feasible THEN setxe := 0

We now analyse the algorithm (x and f are the vectors at theend of the algorithm):

i) Argue whyx is a feasible primal andf is a feasible dual solution.

ii) Let D = fe j xe = 1g. Consider a pair(si; ti) with fi > 0. Show that at most one edgee from the
si-a(si; ti) path is inD.
Hint: In fact, this is a bit tricky. Assume for contradiction that you have two edgee;e0 2 D on
thesi-a(si; ti) path.

si s j t j

ti

a(s j; t j) v = a(si; ti) r

e

e0
e00

Then argue that there is ans j-t j pair, wherea(s j; t j) lies betweene ande0. Finally say why at
the time, whene wasnot deleted, there was an edgee00 in D with e00 2 Pj, e00 =2 Pi. This should
give a contradiction.

iii) Show: If fi > 0, then∑e2Pi
xe � 2.

iv) Show that∑e2T xece � 2∑k
i=1 fi.

Hint: This is a special case of the ”Relaxed Complementary Slackness lemma” from the lec-
ture.

v) Which approximation factor does the algorithm give?

vi) Suppose you want to approximate the INTEGRAL MULTI COMMODITY FLOW PROBLEM IN

TREES, where a treeT with integral edge capacitiesc(e) 2 N and terminal pairssi-ti is given.
The goal is to route an maximum amount of integer flow that doesnot violate the capacities. In
other words, the aim is to find

OPT = max
f1;:::; fk2Z+n k

∑
i=1

fi j 8e 2 T : ∑
i:e2Pi

fi � ce

o
How would you approximate this problem?



Solution:

i) It suffices to show thatx is feasible after the FOR loop in (2): Consider any(si; ti) pair. In iterationi, fi

is raised, until an edge onPi becomes tight. Then for this edge (and maybe others) one hasxe := 1. In
other iterations maybex is more increased, but in any case∑e2Pi

xe � 1. The dual solutionf is feasible
at the beginning. We also don’t increase the values more thanallowed. Hencef is dual feasible.

ii) Suppose for contradiction, that 2 edgese;e0 are on thesi-a(si; ti) path, saye is belowe0. Edgee was
not removed, hence there must be a pairs j-t j such thate is the only picked edge onPj. But fi > 0 was
only raised in iterationi if e =2D at that point. Hence the growth off j was stopped because another edge
e00 2 Pj was tight that is not inPi. But in the deletion phase we checke beforee00 ande was not deleted
because it should be the only edge inPj\D. Contradiction.

Iteration
Phase I j (2) some edgee00 2 Pj is in D (potentially already

added before). Bute00 =2 Pi since fi > 0 later.
...
i (1) fi > 0, hencee =2 D> i (3) e 2 D was added

Phase II > i (4) checke, bute is not removed since via assumption at
this pointe is only edge fromD on Pj.
Contradiction because there is stille00.

...
j checke00 for deletion

iii) For any path with fi > 0, we pick at most one edge from thesi-a(si; ti) path and one from theti-a(si; ti)
path. Hence∑e2Pi

xe � 2.

iv) We obtain:

∑
e2D

xece
eitherxe=0 or e is tight= ∑

e2D

xe ∑
i:e2Pi

fi = k

∑
i=1

fi ∑
e2Pi

xe| {z }�2 or fi=0

� 2
k

∑
i=1

fi:
vi) Run the primal-dual algorithm as it is. If the cost/capacities c(e) are integer, the primal-dual algorithms

increase the valuesfi each time by an integer amount. Hencefi 2 Z+ at the end. For(D) is the primal
for the flow problem and(P) is the dual. Thenf is a feasible primal solution andx is a feasible dual
solution which is a factor 2 more expensive. Hencef is a 2-approximation.


